Inductive responses are derived for six harmonics of geomagnetic daily variations, ranging from 24 to 4 hr in period and from 650 to 350 km in penetration depth z*. Simultaneous data from up to 90 magnetic observatories are involved, and the final results are least-squares estimates with 123 quiet days in a new definition of magnetic quietness. They utilize the potential method of geomagnetic deep sounding, based on series expansions of the magnetic surface field into spherical harmonics, and thus lead to global response estimates in reference to the Earth as a whole.
uniform sphere of 2.38 S m−1 (0.42 V m). The model gives the 1 INTRODUC TION best-fitting three-layer interpretation to the responses of the first four Sq harmonics in combination with five Dst responses A companion article, henceforth referred to as Part I (Schmucker 1999), presented guidelines for the procedure for periods from 32 hr to 25 days, all obtained with the Z : Y methods and involving Z at 13 selected continental sites adopted in this article for the time harmonic and subsequent spherical harmonic analysis of daily variations. The latter (Schmucker 1985) . provides sets of expansion coefficients to approximate, for a given time harmonic, the potential and the vertical field by 2 INDUCTIVE RESPONSE ESTIMATES two series of spherical harmonics. The analysis is carried WITH THE POTENTIAL METHOD out either with the time harmonics of daily variations on a single day or with the time harmonics of mean monthly daily 2.1 Basic formulations of the series expansions and of the variations.
univariate linear expressions defining responses Section 2 is concerned with the results of the first objective of this study: the derivation of global response estimates with
The series expansions to be utilized were formulated in the potential method. Various tests are performed to optimize Section 4 of Part I: for the magnetic potential U in eq. (6) and the choices of days and spherical harmonic terms to be for the vertical magnetic field component Z in eq. (7). Their included, and also to check the influence of the changing coefficients were defined in eqs (8): um n ( p) for U and zm p ( p) for distribution of observatories having data on a specific day or Z, with n and m denoting degree and order of the respective in a specific month, before final results are presented and spherical harmonic, while p indicates the time harmonic, whose compared with results from other methods. Subsequently, in Fourier coefficients have been expanded. All spherical harmonic Section 3 attention is directed to the second objective: the and time harmonic coefficients are to be understood as complextime-space structure of daily variations, separated into external valued quantities, the latter with local midnight as zero time and internal parts during quiet times.
reference. The usual order of summations is reversed; that is, This introduction is concluded with a brief review of earth the first summation in the series is over order and the second models, which have evolved from global induction research.
over degree, with m fixed. All of them assume a solely depth-dependent conductivity. It 'Local-time terms' are those of order m=p and degrees is not clear how representative such models are for the real n=p, n=p+1, … , p+K−1, hereafter with the choice K=4, Earth, with its definite deviations from radial symmetry, at least and thus K terms in the second summation. They depend on in the outermost shell of continents and oceans. The potential (geographical) co-latitude h only, and express the dominant method, in its first applications by Schuster and Chapman to part of daily variations depending on local solar time. The daily variations (see Part I), revealed unambiguously that the second local-time term with n=p+1 is called hereafter the Earth's interior down to some depth is fairly insulating. This 'principal term', because it is present at all times of the year in could be expected for silicate and oxide-bearing rocks at low more or less the same size and determines the source field to moderate temperatures. They found that below this depth, structure during equinoxes. All other terms, not following local however, an unexpected rise in conductivity by orders of time, are summarily denoted as 'general terms', with exp(±ill) magnitude must occur. and l=1, 2, … , L for their dependence on (geographical ) Chapman's (1919) estimates, based on the response for longitude l. Again K terms of ascending degree are used for the best-determined second Sq harmonic, were 250 km for the each order m=p±l, starting with n=m. Hence, the choice of thickness of the outer non-conducting layer, and a uniform a second series parameter L =0, 1, … defines in [ p−L , p+L ] conductivity of 0.034 S m−1 (28 V m) below. Lahiri & Price the range of orders m for the first summation. Together with (1939) found it necessary to add an outermost thin conducting the choice of K it yields in M=K(1+2L ) the total number shell to accommodate, besides Sq, also Dst response estimates. of terms. In one of their model options for the deep structure, the nonResponse functions with relevance to internal conductivity conducting region extends downwards to 600 km depth, with can be defined in various ways. For the potential method an any conductivity greater than 1 S m−1 below. However a more obvious choice from considerations of causality is a (complex) gradual increase of conductivity with depth would also have response function qm n (v), which expresses secondary internal been compatible with the data. coefficients im n in terms of primary external coefficients em n , for Modern estimates with different methods, but still utilizing a given frequency v and spherical harmonic of degree n and only magnetic data, and with Dst responses now over a much order m. The resulting linear expression is enlarged frequency range, confirm the essentials of these early im
studies, even though there is no longer a stringent requirement for a thin surface shell. Eventually, more structural details may where evolve from magnetotelluric response estimates at comparable long periods, even though it appears at present that landim n = num n −zm n 2n+1 and em n = (n+1)um n +zm n 2n+1
(2) based observations can add only information on phases, and thus lack absolute scaling capability in depth and conductivity.
In the forthcoming analysis, it will occasionally be necessary are the separated internal and external parts of the potential coefficient um n =em n +im n , as seen from the Gauss eqs (9) in to refer to a simple representative spherical earth model. The chosen model consists of three layers and is shown in Fig. 1 . Part I. By allowing for an internal residual dim n an univariate linear problem has been formulated, which can be solved by It comprises an outer shell of 500 km thickness with a conductivity of 0.014 S m−1 (70 V m), an intermediate shell of least squares for an assemblage of single-day or mean monthly time harmonics. The resulting estimates of qm n are the desired 250 km thickness with 0.063 S m−1 (16 V m), and an inner responses at frequencies v=2pp day−1 with p=1 to p=6.
sequence of model responses indicates that if empirical response estimates cm n of varying degrees for the same time harmonic Appendix A gives details of the least-squares analysis, including errors and weights.
are not very different, 3-D effects on the internal part must be small. A numerical problem could arise from the fact that the separation formulas eqs (2) involve coefficients from two series expansions of very different quality in the fit to the data, as 2.2 Physical implications of response estimates obtained shown in Section 6 of Part I. The problem can be avoided by with the potential method, and overview of existing results relating the expansion coefficients directly, without separation. Using zm n as the response to um n , the new linear expression is Response estimates of the potential method, qm n or cm n , differ in their implications for internal conductivity from those of any written as other method. First, they refer to the Earth as a whole, at least zm
formally, and are not localized responses for a specific point of observation. Second, numerous estimates are possible for where R denotes the radius of the Earth. In this alternative formulation, residuals are assigned exclusively to the the same frequency. However, it must be cautioned that the univariate formulations in the above definitions of qm n and cm n coefficients of the series expansion for Z, which has the inferior fit to the data. It is readily verified with eqs (2) that the are fundamentally deficient for 3-D earth models. Each external term generates then a full spectrum of internal terms to account formulas connecting the old and new responses, including errors of their moduli, are for different spatial structures of external and internal parts, the latter being partially determined by possible deviations from radial symmetry in the deep conductivity distribution and by the presence of oceans.
Conversely, each internal term has to be related to all external terms, and a multivariate rather than an univariate linear problem has to be solved. The presumed linearity follows and in a linear approximation from the linearity of Maxwell's equations. Even in the special case that the inducing source is expressed by one single spherical harmonic, the resulting univariate problem is different from those formulated in eqs (1) and (3) because internal
coefficients of all degrees and orders have to be related to the external coefficient of degree and order of the source. Hence it could appear as if the subsequently derived univariate For earth models of radial symmetry, the new response cm n , responses qm n or cm n are physically meaningful only under the a length, is identical with the C-response, C n (v), in its usual restrictive assumption of a 1-D earth model, when the postulated definition for spherical conductors. Hence, ivC n (v) is the one-to-one relationship holds between internal and external surface impedance for external source terms of degree n coefficients of the same degree and order. (see Schmucker 1970; Section 5.2), independent of their orders Various attempts will be made to overcome this basic shortm. This relates the above-introduced responses qm n and cm n of coming of the method in the special case of daily variations: first the potential method to response estimates obtained by other on the basis that their spectrum of spherical harmonics is methods, including magnetotellurics, but only in the 1-D case.
dominated by a single term for a given time harmonic, and As is well known, dependence on degree n is not critical as second from the unique opportunity that these variations offer long as n|C n |/R is much less than 1; that is, the depth of with respect to the elimination of anomalous internal effects. penetration is small in comparison to the Earth's radius divided Since these are fixed to the Earth, the westward-travelling by n. Since this will be an important point in the following source of daily variations tends to collect the normal response discourse, Table 1 contains representative model responses for for a certain average earth model of radial symmetry. the second time harmonic and varying degrees. Their range These considerations underline the importance of evaluating corresponds to the henceforth used series expansions with 12 all terms of the series expansions. It seems, however, that so terms (K=4, L =1), which have n=6 as the highest degree far, terms other than the principal terms have received little for p=2. For completeness, the zero-wavenumber response for attention, at least in the context of induction. There are two a plane earth model is added as an asymptotic value, when notable exceptions. Chapman, in a joint analysis of summer n|C n (v)|/R approaches zero with R 2 for fixed n. This and winter data, considered also the external-to-internal ratios of local-time terms with n=p and n=p+2, in the form of uniform substitute conductors, provided that the argument of zm n /um n was negative and above −p/4. The results for all terms why the estimates from Parkinson's analysis diverge so strongly for all harmonics, deviating from other results far beyond and harmonics were then displayed jointly in conductivity versus depth diagrams. In this way the authors obtained a error limits and with no improvements with linear regression. Parkinson's original internal-to-external ratios, which he fairly consistent conductivity structure for the upper mantle, even though some scatter of individual estimates existed. tabulated month by month and season by season in his  Tables VII A-V, give no indication that the disagreement Campbell & Schiffmacher (1988) extended the work by deriving similar depth profiles separately for a number of continents, could be connected to any particular month or season. The last column contains the internal-to-external ratios for conducting a special form of spherical harmonic analysis with data from the respective continent only. In the last-mentioned the three-layer earth model of Fig. 1 . It is fully supported by the response estimates of this study. Their real parts reproduce investigations, however, only ratios for individual data sets were derived, rather than least-squares estimates for assemblages.
correctly a postulated maximum at the second and third harmonics, while their imaginary parts increase monotonically For an overview of existing results, Table 2 lists internalto-external ratios for the principal terms of the first four time with frequency, corresponding to an increasing phase lead of internal from external parts from about 10°at periods of 24 hr harmonics. It begins with Chapman's results. As he gave expansion coefficients zm n and um n separately for the two years to about 30°at periods of 6 hr. analysed, the latter from Y only, a rudimentary regression analysis has been conducted, with two data points. Table 2 . Internal to external potential ratios or response estimates qm n ( p), derived for the principal terms of order m=p, degree n=p+1 and the four time harmonics of daily variations, p=1 to p=4. M is the number of (complex) spherical harmonic terms in the series expansions, and N the number of observatories. Errors refer to the 68 per cent confidence level. Table 4 for each year. quiet days by both definitions are of comparable frequency.
In some cases disagreements now exceed confidence limits Not surprisingly, the analysis of single days leads to more and indicate the presence of systematic errors depending on precise results, but within the same set they all agree in real the choice of observing points. They could arise first from a and imaginary parts within the quoted error limits. It should basic deficiency in approximating the global Sq field with only not be overlooked, however, that the single-day analysis leads 12 spherical harmonics, or second from localized internal to systematically larger real parts. Because coherencies are anomalies at sites with data for one year only. slightly smaller this cannot be a bias effect. A more likely
The second columns gives the results for a spherical harmonic interpretation is that the monthly means average over changing analysis with variable weights for the observatories as given spatial structures, with unpredictable consequences for the in Table 1 of Part I. Almost all estimates increase as if a response estimates. The smallness of errors should not be downward bias had been removed. Even though southern overvalued in any case, since they represent the statistical sites with highly anomalous vertical fields now receive double errors. Still, coherencies close to unity testify to an excellent weights, there is almost no reduction in coherency. Hereafter term-by-term correlation between the expansion coefficients of all reported results are with observatory weights in the spherical the two series. Even though differences in quality hardly exist, harmonic analysis. all further results refer to a single-day analysis of Q*-days.
It may now be asked, whether comparable results could It may have been noted that, with N* close to N, barely have been obtained with fewer days. This is indeed possible any outliers were encountered when single days were used; and is demonstrated in the third columns, with responses from that is, the residuals relative to the starting estimates, with the seven Q*-days in September 1964 and the nine Q*-days unit weights for all days, already have a Gaussian distribution.
in October 1965, respectively. Evidently a few quiet days This is a surprising result of general validity and in clear are sufficient to allow fairly accurate estimates, in overall contrast to experiences with other methods, using for instance agreement with those for an entire year. as data the locally observed Z in the Z : Y method. It appears
The third test is the most crucial one for methods that that expansions into spherical harmonics have not only a spatial involve non-orthogonal series expansions: the influence of the smoothing effect, but they also remove spatially uncorrelated truncation level, here the number M of spherical harmonic portions in all components.
terms in the series. Table 5 demonstrates how the estimate for As an example, the distribution of squared absolute residuals the principal-term response is affected, if this number is varied will be examined after the first execution, with the analysis from M=1 for a single local-time term analysis to M=20, carried out with all days except the 120 D-days of the IQSY.
involving series with four local-time and 16 general terms. It Each of the remaining 611 days is assigned to one of eight seems as if a break occurs beyond 12 terms, with declining classes from I=0 ( best fit) to I=8 (worst fit), as described in coherencies and with a systematic reduction of absolute values. Appendix A, eq. (A5). The following numbers are the days Both can be ascribed to the onset of numerical instability, contained in the specified class I, with the expected values, which seems to add noise not only to the expansion coefficients rounded off to the nearest integer, following in parentheses:
for the vertical field, lowering coherencies, but also to potential coefficients, leading to a downward bias of moduli. This test I= 0 432 ( verifies the conclusions of Section 7 of Part I. Hereafter all results refer uniformly to expansion with 12 spherical harmonic Obviously, in this representative example, weights have to be terms, that is, with expansion parameters K=4 and L =1, as assigned mainly to those five days in the highest classes, and a compromise between the desirable allowance of some degree in the final execution the effective number of days is merely reduced from N=611 to N*=604.
of longitude dependence and numerical stability. Table 4 . Principal-term responses cm n ( p) with m=p, n=p+1 for time harmonics p=1 to p=4 of daily variations on Q*-days. Series expansions are with 12 spherical harmonic terms. Separate leastsquares estimates are with N=76 observatories in 1964 and N=90 in 1965. If observatory weights are used, the sum of weights is given in parentheses below. Errors refer to the 68 per cent confidence level. All entries are in kilometres. Column 1: all Q*-days of the respective year, unit weights for all observatories; columns 2: same, with variable observatory weights; columns 3: same as in column 2, but only Q*-days of one month are used. Table 5 . Principal-term responses cm n ( p) with m=p, n=p+1 for the pth time harmonics of daily variations, p=1 to p=4, derived from 123 Q*-days during the IQSY, in kilometres. Response estimates are for four different series expansions with M=1 to M=20 spherical harmonic terms. Errors are added in parentheses, and squared coherencies are below responses.
to be higher than between unseparated expansion coefficients.
Tests with alternative univariate linear expressions to
For the first four harmonics these improvements are small and derive response estimates, including the complete the response estimates of the two sets are nearly the same. For spectrum of spherical harmonics the fifth and sixth harmonics, however, differences become substantial. It appears as if the new solution removes under-A last point which needs clarification concerns the formulation of the least-squares problem itself. So far, eq. (3) has been used estimations of moduli, which occur when eq. (3) is used. Therefore, the final results of this study in Tables 7 and 8 are to derive cm n estimates by relating unseparated expansion coefficients zm n and um n . The justification given for this preference cm n responses, derived from qm n estimates according to eq. (4). Finally, attention is focused on the complete spectrum of will now be tested by evaluating in the same way and with the same data the alternative formulation eq. (1), in which the spherical harmonics. Figs 3 and 4 give an impression about the day-to-day correlation between internal and external qm n -response connects separated expansion coefficients im n and em n . Table 6 lists for six time harmonics the resulting two sets coefficients in the case of the first time harmonic. For the second time harmonic, the response estimates of the 12 of principal-term responses. Quite unexpectedly, the coherency between separated internal and external coefficients turns out spherical harmonic terms can be found in the upper part of Table 6 . Principal-term responses (m=p, n=p+1) for the time harmonics p=1 to p=6 of daily variations, derived from 123 Q*-days during the IQSY. Series expansions are with 12 spherical harmonic terms for each time harmonic. Left column: dimensionless qm n response estimates from a regression analysis between internal and external potential coefficients according to eq. (1). right column: cm n response estimates, in kilometres, from a regression analysis between unseparated series coefficients according to eq. (3). Errors are added in parentheses, followed by coherencies. To facilitate a comparison, the responses from the first analysis are also listed as converted cm n responses, without errors. Table 7 . The first column contains the results for the localunexpected in view of the smallness of many terms, as evident from Figs 3 and 4. Also, the imaginary parts of the local-time time terms (m=p=2); the second and third columns, those for general terms, travelling faster (m=3) and slower (m=1) terms agree among themselves, while those of the general terms show systematic deviations. Still, with similar results for the than the Sun. The effective number of days N* (not listed) in all estimates is very close to N=123, which is the number of other time harmonics, it can be concluded that the response is predominantly 1-D and that the univariate term-by-term Q*-days in 1964-1965. The overall agreement in real parts is remarkable and totally analysis has a sound physical basis. The cited encouraging results of Chapman (1919) and Campbell & Anderssen (1983) Appendix C, the travelling mode of the superposition of both terms is have thus been confirmed. Attempts to derive responses for the complete spectrum from the tabulated coefficients in Malin's (1973) and Winch's (1981) works were, however, unsuccessful (Schmucker 1984; pp. 18-19) . It will be seen in Section 3 that most spherical terms have a distinct seasonal moving westward, whereas the standing mode, with the dependence and that the use of mean daily variations for an notation of Appendix C, is entire year leads to uncertain results.
2|u−m n | cos(ml+d) exp{i( pt+s)} .
It is reasonable to assume that travelling modes, provided they 2.5 Attempts to improve response estimates for the move westwards with the Sun, are not substantially affected principal term by internal induction anomalies due to oceans and possibly In conclusion, three attempts are described to improve results.
other deep-seated sources of anomalous induction, which are The first concerns contributions by lunar daily variations. In both fixed to the Earth. the analysis of mean monthly daily variations it can be assumed A repetition of the analysis with solely westward-travelling that such contributions disappear in the average over five or modes, however, lowered the coherencies of the response more days of randomly varying lunar phases. This will not be estimates severely. Here the major obstacle seems to be the so in the analysis of single days, when each day has its own restriction in the permissible number of spherical terms. To distinct lunar phase n, henceforth to be understood as lunar obtain pairs of westward and eastward waves, the series phase at noon of the respective day.
expansions had to be reformulated, noting that with the chosen With the symbols S and L for solar and lunar daily series parameter L =1 not a single eastward wave is included. variations, respectively, the expansion coefficients of a given Various attempts to express both the external field and the single day and time harmonic are decomposed as follows:
anomalous internal field with about 12 terms have been unsuccessful. Hence, the intended separation of normal and
anomalous internal parts has to await analyses with more The lunar phase factor is for 'phase-law tides', with one solar spherical terms and thus the establishment of a more suitable day as the fundamental period. Details of the underlying distribution of observing points. Under the given circumphysical concept can be found in Appendix B. Even though stances, similar responses for different spherical terms for the lunar coefficients are one order of magnitude smaller than same time harmonic have to suffice as evidence that the derived solar coefficients in amplitude, they contribute a certain responses are essentially 'normal', and thereby consistent with amount of noise to both sides of eqs (3). Assuming that the spherically symmetric earth models. same coefficients um n (L ) can be used for all days, the lunear The third attempt also concerns anomalous internal effects. contamination has a deterministic amplitude, but random phase.
Under the simplifying assumption that these effects are linearly It should lower coherencies and lead to underestimations of related primarily to the leading principal source term, eq. (1) the response moduli.
will be replaced for the pth time harmonic by the bi-variate Counting days from n D =1 for 1 January 1964 to n D =731 expression. for 31 December 1965, the lunar phase on the n D th day at
It yields for all terms, except the principal term, separate least-
square estimates of 'normal responses' q m n and 'anomalous with n 0 =59°.09 as the phase of the Moon on 31 December responses' qmp np+1 with respect to the principal source term. For 1963. The accuracy is quite sufficient for the intended use, this term itself, normal and anomalous responses are inseparable. noting that the lunar phase increases by about 12°from
In order to give an idea of how this attempted decomposition midnight to midnight. Hence, the evaluation of eq. (6) with modifies the results, normal responses from the bi-variate eq. (7) and a given set of lunar coefficients for zero phase, here analysis are listed in the lower part of Table 7 , after a converfrom Winch's (1981) analysis, readily reduces empirical sion into cm n responses. A comparison with the univariate results coefficients to those which on the respective day represent in the same Table 7 shows that the bi-variate formulation exclusively solar daily variations.
improves coherencies in all cases and removes all inconsistencies However, a repetition of the analysis with lunar-corrected in the form of positive imaginary parts. Errors are larger now, spherical terms left the resulting coherencies essentially but this was to be expected from the reduced degrees of unchanged, and no indications existed for any removed bias freedom of the analysis. In spite of this partial success, the in the response estimates. This negative result may reflect to overall usefulness of the bi-variate analysis remains in doubt as some extent the use of the same lunar coefficients for all long as it has not been tested with 3-D spherical earth models. seasons. A second deficiency is the substantial difference in the choice of spherical harmonic terms in Winch's analysis and 2.6 Global responses, apparent resistivities and phases in this study. Both have led to the decision to abstain in this comparison with the results of the Z : Y method context from any further experiments to remove lunar effects.
The second attempted improvement concerns the separation This section closes with a critical examination of the response estimates, which have been finally obtained for the principal of travelling and standing modes in pairs of westward-and eastward-moving waves, that is with longitude factors exp(iml) terms. They are listed in the second column of Table 8 . Statistical errors up to the fourth harmonic are of the order and exp(−iml), respectively. If with |um n |>|u−m n | the westwardmoving wave has the larger amplitude then, as shown in of a few per cent, and the results are in excellent agreement with the model responses in the last column, demonstrating are above those of any other method. This implies that systematic errors should be small, if they occur at all. their high quality and overall compatibility with a radially symmetric earth. Notable disagreements exist only for the The sharp drop in coherency for the fifth and sixth time harmonics was to be expected, not only from the smallness of imaginary part of the first harmonic which is smaller than expected, and the phase of the sixth harmonic. Coherencies their amplitudes, but also from the fact that in the series expansions the dominance of the second local-time term is one-half of the available data have to be excluded before an completely lost (see Fig. 5 in Part I). These harmonics appear acceptable distribution of residuals is obtained. For the higher as disconnected from the westward-moving global source.
harmonics the exclusions are less stringent, but still well above From their lowered coherencies it follows that the moduli the level required in the potential method. Their smallest could be slightly underestimated. In the case of the sixth number is N−N*=21 exclusions for p=6. The quoted values harmonic, with the lowest coherency of all, the phase also for N* refer to an average over all N Z observatories. seems to be in disarray.
Since the Z : Y method does not involve a spherical harmonic The remaining entries in Table 8 are the following. The first analysis of Z, all calculations have been repeated with M=20 column contains re-calculated C-responses from Chapman's potential terms, which is still within the tested range of analysis (see Table 2 ). The best-determined response for the numerical stability. However, this improved global approxithird time harmonic is in remarkably good agreement with all mation to the horizontal components does not change the others. In the first harmonic the real response appears as too outcome to any measurable degree. Furthermore, a repetition large, and in the fourth harmonic the imaginary response as with the 24 European observatories in Olsen's (1998) analysis too small, even though the deviations are within the cited wide has led to essentially the same results. (and unrealistic) error limits. It may be of interest to recall Olsen's results have been added in the fourth column of that the model calculations of Lahiri & Price (1939) were Table 8 to allow for a comparison with an independently based on these Sq responses.
derived set of responses. They are reproduced from Table 3 of In the third and fourth columns of Table 8 , results are given the cited publication, after a few computational corrections. from a different method: the Z : Y method, as outlined in
The quoted coherencies are from Olsen's Table 2 for the Appendix D. It is based on the locally observed vertical field observatory Fü rstenfeldbruck. Since this is a typical continental and thus yields local rather than global response estimates. To site, they should be equivalent to the coherencies obtained in allow for a comparison with estimates from the potential this study. Olsen analysed many more days, including those method, table entries represent mean responses for selected of this study, and found it necessary to lower substantially groups of N Z observatories. For their derivation, the required their effective number by weights. The spherical harmonic Fourier products in eqs (A2) and (A3) are summed first over analysis of horizontal components was carried out with a all days with weights, and then over all selected observatories comparable set of observatories, but Olsen increased the without weights. The quoted errors do not refer to confidence number of spherical terms by a factor of 10, which forced him limits of the listed mean responses. They are to be underto use a generalized inverse of the normal equation matrix, a stood as mean standard deviations of individual observatory complication deliberately avoided in this study. Errors refer responses from the tabulated mean response, in the sense that again to standard deviations with respect to the listed mean they have been derived with responses of 24 European observatories, all of them continental.
In spite of the fact that Olsen's results were obtained in a n 2 =2 ∑ k
very different way, up to the fourth harmonic the agreement with this study is good. Only the (negative) imaginary response as degrees of freedom in the F-distribution (see Appendix A).
of the first harmonic is significantly larger, even though it should N* k is the effective number of days at the kth observatory, be noted that it varies greatly among subsets of observatories, k=1, 2, … , N Z . from less than 200 km to almost 400 km, as seen in Olsen's The Z : Y method requires a spherical harmonic analysis of Fig. 4 . Coherencies are slightly above those obtained with the the horizontal field components, and for the comparison the same set of potential coefficients has been used as in the Z : Y method in this study, but they still do not reach the potential method. For Z all 59 observatories are included, coherencies that are attainable with the potential method. The which are classified as 'continental' in Table 1 of Part I. In thus established agreement of global and averaged local this way, the entries in the second and third columns arise responses is not self-evident and is an indication for a laterally from the same data except that the Z : Y method does not use rather uniform upper mantle. However this notion should be Z on islands or coastlines. Since the excluded observatories treated with the reservation that geomagnetic surface fields are well known for their anomalous daily variations in Z, as represent the tangential electric mode of the induced fields evident from Fig. 2 of Part I, it might be expected that the and thus may not be too sensitive to lateral non-uniformities Z : Y method leads to systematically different and also to more at depth. reliable response estimates.
Olsen's reponses are not directly comparable as far as However this is definitely not the case. Not only do both absolute values are concerned. He has multiplied his leastsets of estimates agree mostly within error limits, but the squares estimates with certain (real ) factors f (g)>1 to reduce coherencies for the potential methods are clearly above those systematic underestimations from presumed errors in the input of the Z : Y method. Furthermore, the linear relation between variable Y , adopting a certain ratio g of errors in Y and Z. expansion coefficients, as used in the potential method, seems For a given coherency this factor is to be far more consistent on a day-by-day basis. This is indicated by the smaller number of excluded outliers. For the
2 +gb with b=1/coh2−1 , N=123 Q*-days analysed the effective number of exclusions is N−N*=4, or less for all six harmonics, when the potential method is used. Hence, its residuals already are more or less (10) normally distributed without weights, indicating about the corresponding to Olsen's eq. (23). same degree of correlation on all days. In contrast, a substantial
In the case of the first three time harmonics, coherencies are day-by-day variability of correlation exists for the Z : Y method. In the case of the first harmonic, with N*=56, more than so close to unity that bias corrections hardly matter, when with b 0 and with Olsen's well-founded choice of g=0.25 the correction factors approach one. Now an attempt will be made to correct the response estimates of this study for the last three harmonics, which have coherencies well below unity, adopting the cited value for g. Observing that phases remain unchanged, the real parts of the corrected responses, that is to say the depth values z*, are quoted, in kilometres, for p=4 to p=6. In the case of the potential method they increase from 387, 357, 353 to 450, 412, 416, and in the case of the Z : Y method from 334, 293, 262 to 404, 439, 498. Evidently, the bias correction restores to some extent the agreement among estimates, but it destroys their compatibility with 1-D models in the sense that z* should decrease with increasing frequency. Hence, no bias-correction will be used.
For completeness, Table 8 also contains for each response the apparent resistivity and phase of the impedance in the definitions r a =vm 0 |C|2 and Q=p/2+arg{C} ,
including errors Dr a =2r a DC/|C| and DQ=DC/|C|; C stands for cm n or C n . Fig. 1 provides a visual display of all results in the form of a r*(z*) diagram, in which for each harmonic r*=r a 2 cos2 Q(Q≥p/4) or r*=r a /[2 sin2 Q](Q<p/4) (12) associates a resistivity estimate r* with the depth z*=Re{C} of a perfect substitute conductor. The three-layer model and its responses are also shown.
The data points demonstrate most clearly the well-established 71 response estimates for six frequencies. They are from a bi-variate analysis according to eq. (8) and are shown in the time harmonics, noting that in the case of the pth harmonic same style of r*-z* diagrams as in Fig. 1 , but to avoid conthe lowest degree and order are p−1. fusion separately for each time harmonic. The principal responses From Fig. 2 it is also evident that local-time term responses determined by univariate regression and already displayed are tend to be clustered around model responses. An exception added for completeness. Points on the depth axes refer to is the wide range of r*-values for p=1, where again the those two estimates of cm n for which r* is below 1 V m. problem lies with uncertain phase determinations. Hence, the Even though data points are scattered, it is impressive to unfavourable impression of strongly divergent results in Fig. 2 observe how they gradually converge when p and thereby the arises mainly from the general terms. It is also noteworthy frequency increases. It seems as if internal induction anomalies, that up to p=4 the principal term has by far the best presumably mostly from oceans, contribute mainly to spherical determined response, but that for p>4 this distinction is lost, terms of low orders and degrees, when the penetration depth with error bars of about the same length for all local-time terms. is large and the anomalous effects spatially widespread. Higher harmonics, in contrast, show much more uniform responses, 3 EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL FIELD which are in overall agreement with the respective 1-D model PRESENTATIONS responses. In the apparent absence of ocean effects, this could suggest a high degree of lateral uniformity within the penetrated There are two possible ways of finding the external part em n of depth range of the Earth's uppermost continental mantle. a given unseparated potential coefficient um n =em n +im n : (1) by However it should be cautioned that low-order and low-degree converting also the vertical component Z into series of spherical harmonics, which allows the use of Gauss's separation formula spherical harmonics were not used in the analysis of higher eq. (2); (2) by assuming an earth model of radial symmetry, dependence in Universal time. The reason for the scatter is which with Q n =im n /em n as internal to external model ratio yields unclear, but contributions from the Dst continuum at the 24 hr in em n =um n /(1+Q n ) the desired external part. Both options period would be a possibility. Noteworthy in Figs 3 and 4 is the have been tested and only marginal differences were found.
well-correlated seasonal variation of external and internal parts, Hereafter all cited results have been obtained with the even to small details in day-by-day changes, which corresponds assumption-free first option. Internal coefficients from Gauss's to the high degree of coherency found in the statistical analysis. second formula are added for completeness.
One further preliminary note is necessary with regard to the For an overview, Fig. 3 presents external and internal absolute term in the time harmonic analysis, which is here potential coefficients for the analysed sequence of 123 Q*-days identical to daily means measured from the local midnight during the IQSY, displaying the real parts of these coefficients level. For a physically meaningful representation of external day after day for the four local-time terms of the first time source fields these absolute terms have to be taken into account harmonic. Even though some scatter exists, a distinct seasonal and likewise separated into external and internal parts after a modulation is visible. For the equator-symmetric terms with spherical harmonic analysis. This point has been thoroughly P1 1 and P1 3 it occurs in the form of annual variations, and for dealt with in Appendix A to Part I. For the analysis the same the equator-antisymmetric terms with P1 2 and P1 4 , in the form expansion series will be used as formulated for the time of weak semi-annual variations, which are superimposed on harmonics, setting p=0 in eqs (6) and (7) of Part I and time-constant major portions. Most impressive is the strong observing that the absolute terms are real quantities. Hence, seasonal variability of the P1 1 term, which passes through zero expansion coefficients of positive and negative orders must be during equinoxes and thus is responsible for most of the complex conjugates, and the series can be restricted to positive hemispherical imbalance during solstices. At these times the orders. This leads to the formulation P1 1 term exceeds in size even the principal second term P1 2 . U 0 (h, l) Within the two years analysed, the coefficients of the seven general terms also undergo some systematic seasonal changes, as =R Fig. 4 . The overall impression is that all coefficients vary smoothly with progressing time, except for their scattered appearance in the case of the P0 1 term, which has no longitude (13) [1964] [1965] . Shown are the real parts of external (em n ) and internal (im n ) coefficients of four local-time terms, for the first time harmonic on 123 Q*-days. Coefficients for the first P1 1 and third P1 3 term display seasonal changes in the form of annual variations. Those of the second principal term P1 2 are roughly constant, except for a small semi-annual modulation, which also appears in the fourth term P1 4 . Noteworthy is the good correspondence between seasonal and day-to-day changes of external and internal potential coefficients in all four displays.
for the absolute term of the potential, with a corresponding be derived for a least-squares fit to globally observed absolute values X 0 , Y 0 and Z 0 . series for Z 0 . Obviously, the coefficients u0 n (and z0 n ) are real valued. Hence with the same choices K=4 and L =1 as series
In this context no further detailed studies of Sq sources and their seasonal changes are intended. Instead, four representative parameters, three real and four complex coefficients have to days are chosen during prolonged times of extreme magnetic currents in a thin shell just below the Earth's surface, are quietness, one for each season. They resemble quiet-time solar daily variations Sq as closely as possible during equinoxes and
) solstices, here in years of minimum solar activity. Disturbed periods are at least four days away and any still-existing Dst or, alternatively, contribution should have been eliminated by the non-cyclic
(18) change corrections (see Section 3 of Part I). Furthermore, lunar
Hence, except for a change in sign, nearly the same current corrections have been applied in an attempt to represent truly function can be expected as for the external part, since the solar daily variations on the chosen days (see Appendix B) . penetration depth will be small enough to give (n+1)C n |%R The chosen dates and the respective eight three-hourly Kp for all terms. indices for activity can be found in Table 9 .
The global display of the current function refers in the usual In the thus established absence of activity, contaminations manner to the external field at a certain instant in Universal by S D or substorms should be negligible. Table 10 lists the time t. Hence, a combined spherical and time harmonic external coefficients for these days, including those for the synthesis is required to derive Y at this time for a specified absolute terms. It may be added that with the choice of single global mesh of surface locations. With t in angular measure, days, rather than monthly or seasonal means, an attempt has been made to avoid any complications by taking an average 
, function Y will be displayed in a sequence of global maps. This function depicts in j=−r ×grad Y the sheet current to local midnight at that hour, with local noon on the Assuming that U and Y are expressed by series of spherical Greenwich meridian in the centre. In carrying out the time harmonics of matching degrees and orders, the conversion of harmonic synthesis it has been observed that, for the calculated the external potential coefficients into those of the current Fourier coefficients, zero time is one-half hour past midnight. function can be carried out term by term according to
The contour lines on the four chosen days resemble very faithfully the well-known pattern of Sq source currents in the
four seasons. As in Parkinson's (1977) analysis, an attempt has been made to refer them to a genuine true zero level of no overhead currents, provided the underlying assumption is where wm n denotes the expansion coefficients for Y (see Chapman & Bartels 1940; Section 17.18). With m 0 =4p×10−7 V s A−1 m−1 correct that any deviations from this level at local midnight are caused solely by internal currents. This differs from and R=6371 km as the Earth's radius, R/m 0 =5070 A nT−1. The insertion of em n from eq. (2) yields wm n directly in terms of the common practice to add, quite arbitrarily, a longitudeindependent value to the current function in all latitudes to the series coefficients for U and Z: obtain a constant Y along the midnight meridians of the display.
Except for the chosen December day, the night hours are indeed relatively free from overhead currents, which on the or, alternatively, with an earth model response daylight side form two current loops north and south of
the equator, with centres one hour before noon. The cause of the late evening currents on the December day is not clear. The last relation is readily inferred from eq. (4), replacing cm n by C n for a laterally uniform earth. It suggests relatively small They may be an artefact, arising from deficiences in the separation of absolute terms and thus faulty zero levels. Total contributions from the Z expansion coefficients, noting that for the principal terms n|C n | is between one-fifth and one-third currents, inferred from the difference between maximum and minimum values of the current function, are more or less of of R, as seen from Table 8 .
The complementary conversion formulas, when the internal the same strength in all four seasons, but a certain enhancement during equinoxes is indicated. Even though no data from the part of the surface field is to be represented by fictitious Table 9 . Dates and 3-hourly magnetic activity indices Kp of the four quiet days, for which external potential coefficients are listed in Table 10 . Table 9 ). 12 (11) complex coefficients are listed for each of the four time harmonics p=1 to p=4, three real and four complex coefficients for the absolute term p=0. Series expansion according to eqs (6) and (8) equatorial jet region were used, low-latitude currents near levels. The lower right map, finally, displays the associated pattern of equivalent internal currents, which closely resembles noon follow the course of the dip equator from Africa across the Atlantic (see Fig. 1 of Part I). Noting the well-established the external current flow, as expected. There is, however, a reduction of their total strength to about one-half. Current influence of the dip equator on the Sq system, this suggests that the derived longitude-dependent general terms have indeed centres are displaced westwards by about 15°, which agrees with the postulated phase lead of induced currents from a physical meaning. Fig. 6 repeats the display of equivalent currents for the inducing currents. No clear indications are visible for ocean effects or any other chosen day in March in order to illustrate various points. In the upper left map, the time instant of synthesis is shifted to localized distortions of the current flow to internal induction anomalies. There is, however, evidence for the postulated flow zero hours and thus local noon is now at 180°longitude. The total current is about the same as 12 hr later, but the current of internal currents across the midnight meridians. Their presence verifies that the separation of absolute terms has pattern has changed to adapt most convincingly to the course of the dip equator in the Pacific (cf . Fig. 1 of Part I). The indeed led to appropriate zero reference levels. It should be added that the synthesis of the internal current function does lower left map is the result of a spherical harmonic synthesis with four local-time terms only and thereby does not refer to not include the internal part of the absolute terms. As timeconstant internal contributions, they are assigned to the Earth's any particular instant in Universal time. The total current remains unchanged, but low-latitude currents now flow parallel quasi-permanent field. to the geographical equator and vividly reflect the missing influence of corrective longitude-dependent general terms.
4 CONCLUDING REMARKS In the remaining two maps, those terms are included again. The upper right map, for a synthesis without absolute terms,
The results are beyond expectations, which were low for progress in global induction research. The critical part of has the purpose of showing the strong influence that these terms have on the overall appearance of the contour lines. The the potential method applied here remains the necessity of expressing the vertical component by a series of spherical prominent, but misleading current loops during night hours simply result from the choice of daily means as zero reference harmonics. Whereas time harmonics of horizontal components appear as smoothly varying with latitude and longitude, those for those not in local time. These results emphasize the special advantage that daily variations provide for global induction of the vertical component are scattered, as to be expected from their greater sensitivity to induction anomalies of internal studies. The fact that the analysis is concentrated on their westward-propagating mode, moving with the speed of the origin. In the southern hemisphere they are without any visible indications of a large-scale global structure. Here almost all Sun, tends to suppress anomalous induction effects, fixed to the earth, and to accentuate the response of an average earth observatories are either on islands or coastlines and thus fully exposed to anomalous effects from the ocean. Clearly, no of radial symmetry. However, it is unclear how the derived results translate into polynomial in latitude and longitude, with a realistic number of terms, could reproduce such observations without large internal conductivities on a global scale, and the demonstrated compatibility with a layered earth model cannot be more than residuals.
Still, it has been possible to establish statistically significant a first step of interpretation. Furthermore, results of this study may be biased towards conditions below continents in the and physically meaningful relationships between all coefficients of the two series, for the potential and the vertical component, northern hemisphere. It has to be left to on-going 3-D model studies, as in the accompanying article by Kuvshinov et al. which in quite different proportions account for the observed horizontal and vertical fields, respectively. High coherencies (1999) , to determine how the presence of oceans influences the sets of spherical harmonics derived here and whether the testify to a surprising stability of these relations, even though the spatial structure of the inducing source changes from day underlying upper mantle is indeed without traceable signs of lateral non-uniformity in ocean-corrected response estimates. to day and with the seasons. The very fact that such generally valid univariate term-by-term relations exist is a remarkable It is noteworthy already at this stage that responses for the various terms of a given harmonic do not diverge with result in itself and by no means self-evident.
The implication for the internal conductivity structure can increasing frequency, as one would expect for a spherical conductor that deviates from radial symmetry mainly in its only be that neither ocean effects nor lateral non-uniformities within the depth range of penetration of daily variations outermost layers, but that they converge, as if such nonuniformities do not exist. The prospects are marginal, it seems, are strong enough to invalidate interpretations with radially symmetric earth models, for local-time responses more so than of testing this conclusion with higher frequencies. Such an extension beyond 6 cpd would also be a prerequisite for learning collection for 1965. I am indebted to Dr Alexei V. Kuvshinov, who initiated my return to the subject and was very instrumental more about mantle conductivities in the most interesting depth range from, say, 100 km to 300 km depth, which includes in the ultimate completion of this work. u n =u nL to infinity, gives in u nL =2 log(1/b) an easily derivable APPENDIX A: THE SINGLE-DAY limit, which u n exceeds with probability b.
UNIVARIATE LINEAR REGRESSION
The days are now grouped into nine classes I=0, 1, 2, … , 8 ANALYSIS according to the size of their weighted squared residuals, and class assignments are chosen to be In the linear expression
Hence, the chance that a day is in the open-ended last class of the variables y n and x n are either complex time harmonic the worst fit is with b 8 =1 : 10000 for u n ≥8 log 10 exceedingly or complex spherical harmonic coefficients. The subscript n small, and, in the case of, say, 100 days very unlikely. Class refers to the nth day, in an assemblage of N single days; the I=0 of the best fit should contain about two-thirds of the subscript p, to the pth time harmonic of daily variations with days, with probability b 0 =1−1/√10=0.684 that u n is below v p =2pp day−1. The least-squares estimator for the transfer log 10. Probabilities for the remaining classes are function c(v p ) and its error are
All N I days in class I receive the weights q n =b I N*/N I , where
N* is the sum of weights from the previous cycle (N in the initial cycle), and b I N* is the expected number of days in with m=N−1, and with class I. It has been found that, whenever a day is not within the first four classes, it is usually assigned to the two highest coh2=
classes, which identifies this day as a clear outlier.
Following the rules of robust statistics, no weights greater than unity are given and up to a certain threshold probability as the squared coherency and the squared residual of the linear all days receive unit weights. After tests it has been decided to regression, respectively. Square brackets […] imply summation use unit weights for days in the first three classes, with a joint of Fourier products over the N days, and (1−b) is the probability b 0 +b 1 +b 2 =1−1/√1000=0.968 slightly above probability that modulus |c| lies within error limits |c|±Dc.
the 2s limit of a normal distribution. Because unsmoothed Fourier products of harmonic coefficients
Other methods of weighting have been tried, but the method are added, the degrees of freedom of the relevant F-distribution described here, based on observed and expected occupancies to estimate errors are n 1 =2 and n 2 =2m, which allows the of classes, appears to be preferable. It follows Larsen's required integration of the pertinent probability density approach of implementing data-adaptive weights (Larsen 1989; function f (q)=[m/(m+q)]m+1 to be carried out in closed Section 3.3). In some cases more than one-half of the days had form. The general formula to derive confidence intervals for to be eliminated, even though this was experienced only in the modulus of univariate transfer functions can be found as applications of the Z : Y method. eq. (10.3.18) in Jenkins & Watts (1968) .
The required estimation of the variance s2 in eq. (A4) is has The error estimate presumes that the residuals, transformed follows. By extending the time harmonic analysis to the Nyquist back into time series, are independent, normally distributed frequency v M , Parseval's theorem yields in the sum of squared random variables of zero mean and of the same variance s2 residuals over all harmonics on a given day an estimate s2 n for at each of the P instants of time involved, here at P=24 s2 on that day, after division by two. In e2[qyy*], the sum of hours. In order to strengthen the validity of the resulting weighted squared residuals over all days is known from the statistical error limits, all Fourier products are multiplied with least-squares solution, as seen from eq. (A3). Hence, after weights q n (v p ) for a given day and time harmonic. The changing the sequence of summations, estimation of c(v p ) begins with weights q n =1 for all days and harmonics. From the resulting estimator c(0) and residuals (0) n =y n −c(0) n x n a first set of weights is calculated, as described below.
represents a weighted mean of variance estimates s2 n on the N The analysis is carried out again with weighted Fourier days. It has been used as an estimator of s2, when the residuals products and repeated until an unchanging set of weights dy n are time harmonics, as in the Z : Y method. evolves, which in this study never required more than four For the reasons stated earlier, a Fourier synthesis towards iterations. It has been decided to preserve weights once they time-domain residuals is problematic in the case of the potential have been derived; that is, if a certain day and harmonic method. As a substitute, daily estimates s2 n =M|dy n |2/2 are used already has a weight from one or more previous cycles, then by assuming that all time harmonics have the same residual the weight for the next cycle will be the product of the old and on a given day. Their weighted mean newly derived weights.
If the (weighted) residuals dy n are the time harmonics of s2(v p )= M 2 e2(v p )
random variables at P instances of time, then their real and imaginary parts should be normally distributed with zero mean provides then a frequency-dependent estimator for s2. and variances s2/M, where M=P/2 and P=24. Thus, the normalized sum of their squares, APPENDIX B: LUNAR C ORRECTIONS OF u n =M|dy n |2/s2 with |dy n |2=q n |y n −cx n |2 ,
DAILY VARIATIONS
should be x2-distributed with two degrees of freedom. Its Two timescales are involved, both hereafter in angular measure: local lunar time t and local solar time T =t+n, with n probability density function exp{−u n /2}/2, integrated from denoting the phase of the Moon. For simplicity, this will APPENDIX C: ON THE SEPARATION OF be the lunar phase at local noon on the considered day.
TRAVELLING AND STANDING PARTS OF Semi-diurnal lunar tides have time factors exp{2it}= DAILY VARIATIONS exp{2i[T −n]}, while ionospheric conductivity s I , a prerequisite for motion-induced currents, depends on local solar
The following sum of westward-and eastward-travelling terms in a spherical harmonic expansion will be considered, omitting time. It will be expressed by a Fourier series their common dependence on latitude: s I (T )= ∑ N n=−N a n einT , (B1) S=A ei(pt+ml+a)+B ei(pt−ml+b)
with a −n =a* n for a real-valued conductivity. with m=1, 2, … . The time factor exp(ipt) associates the sum It has been found that lunar daily variations are best with spherical harmonics for the pth time harmonic; A and B described by harmonics with time factors exp{i[(2+n)T −2n]}, are positive real amplitudes and l is longitude. With the which is the product of the stated time factors for semi-diurnal notation tides and ionospheric conductivity. For n=−1, 0, +1, … , N s=(a+b)/2, d=(a−b)/2, c=d+ml (C2) they are known as Chapman's 'phase-law' tides. If the choice is N≥3, then additional 'partial' tides, in Schneider's the sum is transformed into terminology, are present with n=−N, −N+1, … , −3. The S=[A eic+B e−ic] ei(pt+s) (C3) long periodic constituent with exp{−2in} for n=−2 and the choice N≥2 has no connection to daily variations.
in preparation for the intended separation. If A>B, S is then Both tides contribute to daily variations in local solar readily decomposed into a westward travelling part with time: phase-law tides with time factors exp{i[pT −2n]}, setting amplitude A−B and a standing part with amplitude 2B, and p=2+n, and partial tides with exp{−i[pT +2n]}, setting vice versa for B>A. Explicitly, the sum becomes p=−(2+n). It will be assumed that from global observations S=(A−B) ei(pt+ml+a)+2B(cos c) ei(pt+s) (C4) extracted lunar daily variations have been developed into series of spherical harmonics and that for the pth time harmonic sets for A>B and of lunar coefficients um n (L , p) and zm n (L , p) in reference to n=0 S=(B−A) ei(pt−ml+b)+2A(cos c) ei(pt+s) (C5) are available. Multiplied by the appropriate phase factor, which is exp{−2in} in the case of phase-law tides, they are for B>A. the desired corrections for the coefficients um n ( p) and zm n ( p) at lunar phase n. In this study, Winch's coefficients for the IQSY APPENDIX D: ON THE Z : Y METHOD are used (Winch 1981; Table 8 .4), including all available coefficients for phase-law tides and one leading coefficient for Provided that the Earth is radially symmetric with respect to conductivity, then for a frequency v p the same response partial tides, the latter for p=1, with n=1 and m=0. The relative size of the applied lunar connections can be inferred cm n (v p )=C n (v p ) applies to all spherical harmonic source terms of degree n. Assuming this to be a valid supposition, a spherical from Table 11 . Table 11 . Unseparated potential coefficients um n ( p) of daily variations (S and L ) on 16 October 1965, in comparison to coefficients um n (L , p) of lunar daily variations during the IQSY, for the second time harmonic p=2 and 12 spherical harmonic terms. The lunar phase on the chosen day is n=343°. Lunar coefficients for n=0 are from Winch's (1981, Table 8 .4) analysis. All entries in pT.
